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01 OBJECTIVE I am seeking a dynamic and forward-thinking organization where I can

leverage my skills and knowledge to make a positive impact and drive

the success of the company.

02 EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

08/2020 � Present Software Engineer at Nichi-In Bengaluru

KINJITO�キンジトウ):
KINJITO, a web-based platform designe streamline operations for

individuals with disabilities in the job search process and other

welfare services.

Collaborating with the team to ensure the platform met the needs of

users with disabilities, by implementing features such as keyboard

navigation and high-contrast mode.

Skills used: Vue JS, Vuex, Element UI, CSS and HTML5

ITRA�MANAABLE�マナブル) :
"Manaable" � A Learning Management System �LMS�

application/platform used for online and offline education-related

training.

Developed scalable components for maintaining multilevel UI

hierarchy, custom form builder, and listing and displaying courses.

Skills used: Vue JS, Vuex, BootstrapVue, SCSS, CSS and HTML5

KANBEI�

"KANBEI" � A web application used for managing company

expenses, monitoring investment plans, and requesting quotes from

different suppliers.

Developed scalable and reusable components for maintaining

multilevel custom graphs using D3 js for analytics.

Skills used: Vue JS, Vuex, D3 JS, CSS, and HTML5

03/2020 � 08/2020 Software Engineer at Innoventes Technology

Worked as a consultant at KUVERA
Bengaluru

Worked on redesigning the Mutual Fund section and developed

several scalable components to improve user experience, including

Fund Comparison and Listing components that displayed funds

according to specifications.

Implemented state management using Vuex to ensure a single

source of truth for data management and ensured all features and

components were compatible with all devices, with an emphasis on

reusability and responsiveness.

Revamp of the SIP and Lumpsum Investment widget.

Skills used: Vue JS, Vuex, CSS and HTML5

07/2018 � 03/2020 Software Engineer at Sumato Globaltech Guwahati

Proficient in developing web applications using Laravel and Vue.js,

along with utilizing Bootstrap and Tailwind CSS for design.



Skilled in creating Single Page Applications, designing and

implementing APIs, and documenting the development process.

Experience in planning and executing both back-end and front-end

development, with a strong emphasis on creating user-friendly and

visually appealing web applications.

Skills used: Laravel, Mysql, Vue JS, Bootstrap, Tailwind, JavaScript,

CSS and HTML5

03 SKILLS JavaScript, Vue.Js, React.Js, CSS, Html

04 EDUCATION

08/2013 � 07/2017 GIMT Guwahati

BTech in Computer Science & Engineering


